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From the Sky presents a diverse new collection of lighting, designed to create calming, 
consciousness enhancing atmospheres. From hand painted wall pieces to minimal desk lamps and 
sculptural chandeliers, each piece is crafted using a unique combination of contemporary and 
traditional methods, from 3D printing and laser cutting, to machining and polishing, hand painting 
and patination. 

With an approach that combines fine art, engineering, craft and design, From the Sky’s sculptural 
lighting looks beautiful both switched on and switched off. Founded by London based Artist Jon 
Fawcett (Tate Modern, ICA, Chisenhale Gallery, A-Foundation, g39, Bonnington Gallery, Wysing 
Arts),  From the Sky is pleased to present: 

Equi. An elegant, technical, desk lamp using a combination of magnetic pivots, a powerful LED and a 
power supply integrated within the design as a counterweight. It produces a gentle but bright, high 
quality, ultra-warm light.  

Arx. A refined, modern chandelier, featuring 4mm seamless LED strip on gently curved, polished 
aluminium, suspended on near invisible Dyneema thread. Arx gently illuminates a space without 
dazzling. 

Leuksrad. A wall or ceiling mounted glowing, painted acrylic disk, backlit with a single LED. Available 
in two sizes and several colourways, the light it produces evokes natural phenomena, from a firelit 
room to a forest glade. 

Flod. A new kind of lighting. Strong, high quality LED light is reflected back from a polished, glazed 
surface against a wall or ceiling, transforming architecture by illuminating parts of rooms usually kept 
in shadow. Available in two power levels , it is finished with a unique, painterly matt white patina. 

Debuting in an exhibition at Arch 219, Stoney Street SE1 9AD from  17-25 September 2022 as part of 
London Design Festival. Please get in touch for high-res images or more information. 
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